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Ex. Q

Linda and Danny still married?
Re: Linda and Danny still married? - 03/17/05 03:36 PM

Posted by: Johann

It may interest you to see what the Chairman of the Board of 3ABN has written about this
case.
"Date: recently
"From: "Walt Thompson"
"To: . . . .
"Subject: 3abn
"Dear mrs. . . .,
"Thank you for your e mail and comments regarding 3ABN.
"Let me attempt to respond to your concerns.
"I, as chairman of the board received a call from Danny last March notifying me that Linda had
become involved with another man. . . ." (The timeline of the few weeks in which Linda and the
61 year old doctor had met and were together, NEVER ALONE, illustrates the absolute error in
this accusation. Additionally, Linda vehemently denies these allegations.)

☞

"We have evidence, but not proof that Linda and the Dr. did meet in Florida as planned in
February, and it is no secret that they did meet in Norway in June as planned."
Please note that correspondence from 3ABN's chairman has only rumors and suspicion to
base these assumptions on. I can personally verify that Linda was not in Florida with the
doctor in February, and she was not in Norway in June. Why in the world would one insinuate
something as devastatingly destructive to a televangelist as this spreading such rumors and
ruining Linda's reputation?
The fact is that Linda was dismissed from 3ABN and Danny divorced her for this allegation.
Now compare this with what the same Dr. Walt Thompson wrote to me about this case the
other day.
"Good morning Johann,
....
"So far as accusing Linda of adultery, I will say here again in writing that I have never accused
Linda of adultry. . . .
"The letter that you refer to that I wrote to the 3ABN family does not accuse Linda of adultery. If
any have interpreted it to say that, perhaps you may accept a bit of the credit for reading that
element into it. But that idea was not written into the letter, nor was it intended to be implied. In
fact, the specific effort was made to avoid making such an insinuation since frankly, I have
never had the kind of evidence needed whereby to make such an accusation.
"I hope this will be helpful to you.
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...
"Sincerely in the blessed name of Jesus,
"Walt T
"Walter Thompson MD"
Now the question remains, if Linda is not guilty of adultery, on what Biblical ground did Danny
divorce her and have her suspended from 3ABN already in the beginning of April 2004?
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